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Abstract

Helpful resources are devices used to increase the independence of patients. Batavia and Hammer have established four important criteria in the evaluation and selection of supported devices (1): 1. Effectiveness, 2. Accessibility, 3. Efficiency, 4. Reliability.

The goals of helpful walking means are to improve balance, providing a sensitive feedback, reducing pain.

The stick enlarges the support basis and decreases stress on the inferior affected limb opposite (5,6,9) and can download up to 25% of body weight of the patient.

The crutch has two points in contact with the body providing a stability better than stick (5,6,10,11). Axillary crutches have the main advantage that allows you to download up to 80% weight, providing a better trunk than nonaxilare allowing a transfer of 40-50% of patient weight.

Walk framework is the best device for the patient confused or having an unsteady gait can be used for early recovery work. Has the advantage that it provides maximum support of the patient.

Wheelchair is used by patients who ambulataia is impossible or possible but for short distances. All wheelchairs need a system that stands unique and should provide adequate stability and increase functionality.

Orthotic of lower limb aims to keep normal relations, both static and dynamic balance between joints-knee-ankle-foot. They can be used to correct an incorrect walk pattern and to increase efficiency of walking.

Type of chosen helper device depend on the degree of assistance in general, as disability is greater, the more complexity of chosen device is greater (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

Deficiențele care necesita dispozitive ajutatoare de mers sunt:

- Slight deficiencies of equilibrium/ stability - stick with a support points;
- Moderately deficiency of equilibrium / stability - stick with 4 / 4 of
- Moderate to severe deficiency - hemi frame / frame
- Muscle strength decrease in the both inferior limbs - bilateral crutches or frame (eventually with wheels)
- Severe impairment of stability - frame (possibly with wheels)
- Punch / hand function impaired - platform framework
- Difficulty in climbing stairs - stairs climbed special frame (8).

Stick enlarges the support basis and decreases stress on the affected limb opposite (5,6,9) and can download up to 25% of body weight of the patient. Stick length is important because improper use leads to the formation of an incorrect walk pattern. To determine the optimal size is measured in distance from tip of the stick great trochanter with the patient standing, the elbow flexion of 20 degrees.
The instructions for use: the side opposite the affected limb, while the stick will move the opposite limb, the first step being made by the unaffected limb. The climbing and descending stairs rule is 'up good, down the river' (up and down the free limb to ill limb, or possibly just after it).

There are several types of sticks:
- Stick in C, J, standard with a single point of support
- Stick with functional gripping or resistive
- Stick with 3/4 points of support.

Indications for use of the stick: degenerative diseases, neurological disorders, orthopedic problems, etc..

The crutch has two points in contact with the body providing a stability better than stick (5,6,10,11). There are two commonly used types of crutches: axillary and nonaxilare. Axillary crutches have the main advantage that allows downloading up to 80% weight, providing a better support of trunk than nonaxilare. Patients should be advised of the possibility of brachial neuropathy compression and advised to avoid all the rest and support the body weight crutches.

The crutch is calculated as follows: distance from the axillary fold of 15 cm side of the finger 5, play the hand that you will be placed so that the elbow flexion to be 30 degrees, fist in full extension and flexion finger. Manner of use is: collect axillary piece between the arms and chest and push down with your hand for hand play.

Nonaxilare crutches allow a transfer of 40-50% of patient weight providing a good trunk control. Crutches Lofstrand / Canadian are the most popular and commonly used bilaterally. Have the advantage of ensuring a safe and easy ambulate (12), substitute easily the stick provide but provide lower support for than ambulate axillary crutches.

Kenney stick (Wooden forearm orthosis) - looks like axillary crutches, but the proximal end with a leather band placed around the proximal portion of the forearm. Are indicated to patients who have a particularly high strength on upper limb but low on the distal.

Carja cu platforma este folosita de pacientii cu o prehensiune deficitara si celor cu flexum la nivelul cotului, avand avantajul ca greutatea pacientului este suportata in majoritate de antebrat in loc de mana cum se intampla in cazul celorlalte tipuri de carje.

Everett crutch (triceps weakness orthosis for) - looks like a crutch but ends proximal axillary in the third average arm and who are two cuffs at elbow level and who are two cuffs at elbow level to keep the elbow in extension.

The walk framework is the best device for the patient confused or having an unsteady gait due to disorders of equilibrium can be used for early recovery work. Has the advantage that it provides maximum support of the patient. Among the disadvantages are: slow and awkward walk, creates an incorrect posture and walk pattern, has limited use inside and can not be safely used for climbing and descending of stairs.
the ideal height should provide of 20 degrees flexion at elbow level.

The rolling stock presents wheels walk at the limb level that promotes frame; strength and equilibrium are needed for handling as movement required by the standard. But has the disadvantage that it can create instability if not used properly and require supervised training sessions to ensure patient safety.

Framework walk with support for forearms is indicated for patients with deformities in the hand, wrist and forearm, pain or those with flexum elbow. The only downside of this is heavy.

The framework walk for up and down of stairs is indicated young patients with paraplegia. This device requires a good balance and good strength in the upper limbs.

**The wheelchair** is used by patients who ambulatia is impossible or possible but for short distances. All wheelchairs need a system that stands unique to be:
- to provide adequate support patient in a sitting position
- to maintain the orthopedic alignment and adjust any fixed asymmetry
- to ensure adequate stability and increase functionality
- to ensure proper distribution of pressure, comfort and increase tolerance to stay in a sitting position (13).

![Figure 4. Wheelchair](image)

A defective distribution of pressure can lead to the development of pressure eschars. Setting in motion the armchair can be done manually or electrically.

**Orthoses** are external devices applied to a segment of the body to prevent or correct malfunctions of that segment. The purpose of orthotic limb consists of:
- restoration of functions and normal abilities by controlling movement, and deformity correction of any malfunctions of different compensation
- obtaining of a comfortable device, easy to wear and aesthetic as possible. (15)

![Figure 5. The ankle orthosis (limb)](image)

Orthotic of the inferior limb aims to keeping normal relations, both static and dynamic between hip-knee-ankle-foot joints. They can be used to correct an incorrect walk pattern and walking to increase efficiency.

**Types of orthoses depending on the segment which is applied to** (American Orthotic and Prosthetic Association):
- FO= foot orthosis
- KO=knee orthosis
- HO=hip orthosis
- AFO= ankle foot orthosis
- KAFO=orthosis for knee-ankle-foot
- HKAFO= hip-knee ankle-foot orthosis
- RGO= reciprocal walk orthosis.

Inferior limbs orthoses should be used only in specific management of selected disorders such as: loading orthoses, orthotics for fracture orthosis for joint deformities, congenital dislocation of hip orthosis for.

**Conclusions**

The purpose of all these helpful walk devices presented here is to increase the independence of patients by taking and transmits body weight and provide support. Them recommendation is made taking into account the necessary degree of balance (equilibrium) and the proportion of discharging the needed (discharge weight) (16).

In general, the degree of disability is higher, so requires a complex device walk.
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